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Abstract. Since first light, a number of anomalies or artifacts have been found
in the WFC3 UVIS and IR detectors. These include trails from passing satellites,
“ghost” images from reflected light, scattered light, and a handful of detector id-
iosyncrasies. In this paper, we present a “rogues gallery” detailing the various types
of anomalies found so far, their likely causes and possible remedies.

1. Introduction

The HST WFC3 IR/UVIS detector is a dual-channel instrument with a HgCdTe IR side
and a CCD UVIS side. The details of the instrument design can be found in Section 5 of the
WFC3 Instrument Handbook. The WFC3 instrument was desgined to take advantage of
lessons learned from previous HST instruments in order to optimize detector performance.
However, there are still unavoidable abnormalities in the detector response particularly
under extreme conditions. Some of these anomalies are well understood while others are
still being investigated. Further refinements will be published in future Instrument Science
Reports.

2. UVIS Stray Light

The UVIS stray light anomaly is characterized by di!use a horizontal and/or vertical strip
of abnormally bright pixels. The horizontal feature is brighter and more common that it’s
vertical counterpart, and sometimes contains di!use ‘blobby’ structures, as seen in Figure
1. The anomaly is believed to be caused by light from a moderately bright source slightly
outside the detector field of view. This is supported by the fact that the location of the
anomaly is highly dependent on telescope pointing. This anomaly is very rare. It has only
been seen in less than 1% of all full-frame UVIS external images.

3. UVIS Ghosts

“Ghost” image artifacts are produced by light reflecting o! various elements along the light
path of the WFC3/UVIS detector. They were predicted and characterized prior to launch
in a number of works (See Stiavelli, Sullivan and Fleming (2001), Brown & Lupie (2004a),
Brown & Lupie (2004b), Bond & Brown (2005), Brown (2005), and Brown (2007)). These
anomalies can be classified into three groups: CCD ghosts, window ghosts, and filter ghosts.

CCD ghosts are caused by light reflecting o! the surface of the UVIS CCD and the
detector and Dewar windows. CCD ghosts manifest themselves as large, di!use donuts or
figure-8 shaped features. These features are widely separated from the source star. They
occur along a diagonal line up and to the left of the source star (see Figure 2), and hence
occur when bright sources are placed in the lower right quadrant of the detector. Generally,
CCD ghosts contain !2-3% of the source signal.
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Window ghosts are caused by light reflecting between window surfaces. They are
characterized by a series of small di!use donuts in the immediate vicinity of the source star,
as seen in Figure 3. Overall, window ghosts contain !0.1-0.4% of the source signal.

Filter ghosts are caused by light reflecting o! the surfaces of layers in the filters. The
location, morphology and impact of filter ghosts varies according to the filter, as di!erent
filters were manufactured with di!erent internal structures (see Figure 4). Generally, filter
ghosts manifest themselves as either a series of compact points in the immediate vicinity of
the source, or as a series of donuts (which can be indistinguishable from window ghosts) in

Figure 1: Brighter, blobby horizontal and fainter vertical stray light artifacts in a full-frame
UVIS image.

Figure 2: Full-frame external UVIS image with two CCD ghost artifacts (circled in white)
from the bright star near the lower right corner of the image
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the immediate vicinity of the source. Although the filter ghost brightness varies according
to the filter, and there are a handful of notable exemptions (see Brown (2007) for more
details), most filter ghosts contain roughly 0.1% - 0.3% of the source signal.

The e!ects of ghosts can be mitigated using several di!erent techniques. In general,
dithering and/or rolling HST is the simplest solution. Additionally, CCD ghosts can be
avoided by keeping bright sources out of lower right quadrant. For more complex situations,
deconvolution algorithms can assist in ghost mitigation as well. For more details, see Bond
& Brown (2005).

Figure 3: Window ghosts (circled in white) can be seen emanating from the eleven o’clock
position of the two brightest stars

Figure 4: F656N image with the donut-shaped filter ghosts circled in white.
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4. IR Banding

Banded images exhibit a rectangular region containing pixels with brightness levels that
are significantly di!erent (typically ± 3-5 DN) from values in the rest of the image. This
region is vertically centered and extends all the way across the image horizontally into the
reference pixels. The banded region is “bookended” on top and bottom by single row of
pixels with “discontinuous” brightness levels (see example images in Figure 5, accompanying
brightness profiles in Figure 6). Finally, although the vertical width of the band does vary
from image to image, it only does so by very specific quantized steps – All observed banded
regions have a vertical width of either 512, 256, 128 or 64 pixels.

Figure 5: Examples of banded images. Left: 64-pixel-wide band in a SPARS50 full-frame
external science image. Right: 128-pixel-wide band in a SPARS10 256x256 subarray dark
calibration image.

Figure 6: 3-! clipped robust mean brightness profile along y-axis of the full-frame external
science image (left panel) and 256x256 dark calibration image (right panel) in figure 5. Note
the central banded region and the discontinuous rows that bound it.

One of the most puzzling properties of this anomaly is “induced” banding. Under
the right conditions, it seems that banding can be induced in almost any IR image by the
exposure (or exposures) that immediately preceded it in time. Assuming the first image is
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smaller than the following image and that the time interval between the two images is less
than an hour, there is a strong possibility of banding in the following image.

Although images with induced banding have little to nothing in common, the images
that immediately precede them do. In nearly every documented case of induced banding,
an IR subarray image whose size exactly matches the vertical width of the induced band
was taken in the previous hour. For example, a 128x128 subarray dark was taken several
minutes before the image in the right panel of Figure 5 – which has a 128-pixel wide band,
and several 64x64 subarray images were taken just minutes prior to the banded full-frame
science image illustrated in the left panel of Figure 5 – which has a 64-pixel wide band.

Calibration is another open issue. It is not fully understood how banding a!ects exter-
nal science images, and if the e!ects can be reduced or eliminated by calibration. Further
complicating the issue is the fact that many (but not all) subarray dark calibration files
exhibit strong banding. (Table 1 summarizes our preliminary banding survey of subarray
dark calibration frames) As the e!ects of banding on calibrated images and dark calibra-

Table 1: Preliminary results of the banding survey of WFC3/IR subarray dark calibration
files

Subarray Size RAPID SPARS10 SPARS25 STEP25
IRSUB64 NO N/A N/A N/A
IRSUB128 NO NO N/A N/A
IRSUB256 NO YES YES N/A
IRSUB512 NO N/A YES YES

tion files is not fully understood, the best course of action for observers is to recalibrate
one’s data twice – once with dark correction turned o! (DARKCORR set to OMIT), and
once with dark correction turned on (DARKCORR set to PERFORM). This will allow an
assessment to be made of what e!ect, if any, banding has on one’s observations.

Banding has been observed in 30%-35% of all IR subarray dark calibration images,
and ! 1% of all IR full-frame dark calibration images. Accurate estimates of the number
of banded external science images are much more di"cult to determine due to the fact
that the banding anomaly is easily overpowered by science targets in the field. However, if
one uses the above rules for induced banding (two IR images taken within an hour of each
other, with the later images physically larger than the earlier image), upper limits can be
estimated. Based on the most current population statistics, 10% of all subarray and 5% of
all full-frame IR external science images have conditions conducive to induced banding.

In summery, banding still not well understood and very much an open issue. The
behavior of the banding anomaly is complex enough that additional analysis is required to
fully determine the root cause.

5. IR Blobs

According to Pirzkal, et al. (2010), blobs are small circular blemishes with typical radii
of 10-20 pixels that will, in general, reduce the flux from a star by 5 to 10%, and in some
cases as much 15-20% (see Figure 7, left panel for an example image). Blobs are thought
to be caused by material deposited on the Channel Select Mechanism (rather than the IR
detector itself).

The locations of the blobs is completely static and their locations are well determined
(see Figure 7, right panel), and the WFC3 calibration code (CALWF3) has already incor-
porated a mask to automatically flag a!ected pixels. Thus, the e!ects of blobs can be
mitigated by simply avoiding them or dithering around them.
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Figure 7: Left Panel: 145x145 section of an IR image containing a moderate to large blob,
circled in white. Right Panel: Locations of all 19 blobs in the WFC3/IR field of view
(Pirzkal, et al. 2010)

6. IR Snowballs

Snowballs can be described as ‘fuzzy’ blobs of bright pixels with saturated cores whose
occurrence (in terms of both when and where) is totally random. Each snowball a!ects
between 15 and 35 pixels, saturating between 1 and 13 central pixels. Overall, they seem
to occur at a rate of between 0.4 and 0.8 per hour per full-frame image. The cause of
snowballs is not fully understood (see Hilbert (2009) and McCullough (2009) for more
details and further discussion).

Due to the transient nature of snowballs, they are largely removed by up-the-ramp
signal fitting. The resulting calibrated image usually contains a small patch of pixels with
non-physical (negative) values at the site of the snowball. An example of a calibrated image
with a snowball can be found in Figure 8. In general, the best mitigation strategy is to
simply take more than one exposure, and possibly dithering as the chances of a snowball
striking the same pixel in two exposures is slim.

Figure 8: Section of a calibrated flt.fits image with the remains of a snowball circled in
white.
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7. IR Scattered Earth Light

Scattered Earth light is an anomaly most often seen in IR grism observations, but can
occur in IR direct (non-spectral) images as well. As illustrated in Figure 9, this anomaly is
characterized by a di!use region of bright background of variable width that extends from
the side of the image.

Figure 9: Example IR grism image with scattered earth light.

This anomaly occurs when the telescope is pointing near the bright Earth limb. Con-
tinuous Viewing Zone (CVZ) observations are therefore the most susceptible, because the
telescope can be pointing near the bright limb for extended periods. Grism observations
most often su!er from scattered Earth light because grisms have very large overall through-
puts when compared to the IR filters. It should also be noted that wide-band filters are
susceptible as well, as the throughputs for these filters are also quite large. Thus, non-CVZ
and medium- and narrow-band filter images are least a!ected.

8. UVIS and IR Satellite Trails

Satellite passes occur when Earth-orbiting objects pass through WFC3’s field of view during
an exposure. This is an unavoidable event that typically occurs once per few tens to hundred
images. Observations with longer exposure times are naturally more susceptible as they
present a larger interval for a pass to occur.

Figure 10 shows a!ected UVIS and IR images. The path is always straight and ran-
domly oriented. The width of the trail varies from image to image, but typically is approxi-
mately 10-15 pixels. A!ected pixels are almost always saturated. This is of special concern
to IR observers. The e!ects of bright and saturated satellite passes will linger beyond the
initial image due to persistence e!ects.

The best way to protect against, or minimize the e!ects of satellite passes is to take
more than one exposure, dither and/or use MultiDrizzle to produce a final product.
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Figure 10: Satellite passes as seen in UVIS (left panel) and IR (right panel)
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